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QUESTION 1

A salesperson at AW Computing only sees the Social Contacts link for Twitter and not Facebook on his records. Why
would this be happening? 

A. None of his Facebook contacts have confirmed the nature of their relationship. 

B. The administrator hasn\\'t enabled Social Contacts for Facebook. 

C. The salespersons login with Facebook has expired. 

D. Facebook is no longer supported by Social Contacts. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

What is a true statement regarding roll-up summary fields? Choose 2 answers 

A. Roll-up summary fields can only be created on the master of a master-detail relationship. 

B. The roll-up summary field inherits the field ?level security of the child object 

C. Changes to the value of a roll-up summary field column of roll-up summary filters. 

D. Multi-select picklist fields can be used in the field column of roll-up summary filters. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

An app builder has modified a Lightning record page for a case and has added an email button item to the page layout;
however, users are unable to see the new item on the layout. What are two potential reasons why users are unable to
view the item on the Case Lightning record page? (Choose two.) 

A. The email button contains JavaScript. 

B. The page layout excludes the case feed component. 

C. The page layout includes the case feed component. 

D. The case page layout also contains custom buttons. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4
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Which of these is NOT true about external objects? 

A. They integrate with Salesforce APIs, Apex, Visualforce, and Chatter. 

B. They can be related to other objects. 

C. You can use them in formula fields. 

D. They are automatically viewable in the Salesforce Mobile App. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

What is true about Social Networks in Salesforce? 

A. You must login with your own personal social network account to work with social accounts. 

B. You must login with your company\\'s social network account to work with social accounts. 

C. You must be careful about who you give access to social accounts, as they do not follow a security model. 

D. Social accounts allow you to manage your company\\'s social media from within Salesforce. 

Correct Answer: A 
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